Abstract. We show how to specify and use the metadata for a virtual and relational data integration system under the local-as-view (LAV) approach. We use XML and RuleML for representing metadata, like the global and local schemas, the mappings between the former and the latter, and global integrity constraints. XQuery is used to retrieve relevant information for query planning. The system uses an extended inverse rules algorithm for computing certain answers that is provably correct for monotone relational global queries. For query answering, evaluation engines for answer set programs on relational databases are used. The programs declaratively specify the legal instances of the integration system.
Introduction
Current day computer applications have a need to access, process, and report, and specially integrate data from various and disparate sources. Those data integration systems aim to provide a single unified interface for combining data in various formats from those multiple sources [5] . Virtually integrating heterogeneous data for query answering is still an ongoing research challenge.
A common approach uses a mediation system [18] that offers a query interface over a single global schema. This global schema consists of relational predicates, in terms of which the user can pose queries. However, there is no actual data contained in them. When the mediator receives a query, it produces a query plan that identifies the relevant data sources and the relevant data in them, and specifies how the data obtained from them has to be combined to build the final answer. To produce such a plan, the mediator stores and processes certain mappings that associate the predicates in the global schema with those in the local sources.
Some of the challenges in designing a mediator system are: (a) Using standard and expressive enough languages, and formats, for representing all the metadata contained in the mediator; (b) Using a standard way to query the metadata to extract the relevant information; (c) Developing a general query planning mechanism that uses the relevant metadata; and (d) Developing a methodology for executing those plans.
There are different approaches to virtual data integration, depending on how the mappings are represented. The local-as-view (LAV) approach, which we follow in this paper, consists in defining the local relations as views over the global schema [12, 4] . In this way, each relevant source relation can be defined independently from other source relations. By doing so, it is easier for any source to join or leave the system, without affecting other source definitions.
Example 1. Consider a relational data source, animalkingdom, containing data about animals. It contains the relation V1 with attributes Name, Class, Food. Another data source, animalhabitat, contains data about animals and their natural habitat. This data is available in the relation V2 with attributes Name, Habitat. Ans(Name, Habitat) ← Animal (Name, Class, Food ), Habitat(Name, Habitat).
(3) This is a conjunctive Datalog query whose answers cannot be computed by a simple direct computation of the rule body, because the data is not stored as material relations over the global schema. Instead, the mappings that describe the source relations have to be used; to produce a query plan that eventually queries the local sources, where the data is stored.
In this paper we describe the methodology that is followed in the design of a general system, the Virtual Integration Support System (VISS ), that can be used to specify and use specific mediator-based data integration systems under LAV. The system can be used to integrate multiple relational data sources (or sources wrapped as relational). It uses a standard format, based on XML and RuleML, for representing metadata. More specifically, data about the schemas is represented in and stored as native XML: (a) The access parameters for the data sources (userid, password, etc.); (b) The structure of the relations at the sources; and (c) The structure of relations in the global schema. The mappings between the global schema and the local schemas are represented inVISS using RuleML [7] , which is an XML-based markup language for the representation and storage of rules that are expressed as formulas of predicate logic. In order to gather the information needed to compute a query plan, the system uses XQuery, to query the metadata.VISS also supports the creation of query plans and their evaluation.
For query planning, VISS uses the EIRA algorithm, which is an extended version, introduced in [3, 4] , of the inverse-rules algorithm (IRA) [9] . EIRA inherits the advantages of the IRA algorithm, but it can handle all the monotone queries, including those with built-ins. We assume that view definitions, i.e. of the source relations, are given by conjunctive queries. A resulting query plan is expressed as an extended Datalog program with stable model semantics [10] . The information gathered from the metadata is used to build this program. In the rest of this paper we illustrate the complete process using our previous and running example. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic definitions related to virtual data integration, and the Extended Inverse Rules Algorithm. Section3 describes the architecture of VISS. Section 4 shows how to use XML and RuleML to specify schemas and mappings. Section 5 describes how XQuery is used to extract the relevant information from the metadata. Section 6 provides a detailed explanation of the query answering mechanism inVISS. Section 7 presents some conclusions and ongoing work.
Preliminaries
In general terms, a virtual data integration system has three main components: (a) A collection of local data sources with a (union) schema S; (b) A global schema G; and (c) A set of mappings M between the global and source schemas. A data source is an autonomous database that adheres to its own set of integrity constraints (ICs). In Example 1, V1, V2 are predicates in the source schema S. Those predicates offered by the global schema G do not have corresponding material instances. In Example 1, Animal, Vertebrate and Habitat are elements of the global schema. In the following we will also denote the integration system with G.
Example 1 shows that it is possible to define other sources contributing with information about animals, such as invertebrates. In this sense, the information in the sources animalkingdom and animalhabitat can be considered as incomplete with respect to what G might potentially contain. More precisely, consider that we have a definition 
The evaluation of the views on D 0 gives:
In this case,
Hence, D 0 is a legal global instance; and all its supersets are also legal instances. Now, given a global query Q(x), i.e. expressed in terms of the global predicates, a tuplē t is a certain answer to Q if for every D ∈ Legal (G), it holds D |= Q[t], i.e. the query becomes true in D with the tuplet. Certain G (Q) denotes the set of certain answers [1] to Q.
The Extended Inverse Rules Algorithm for obtaining certain answers from the integration system is based on a specification as a logic program Π(G) with stable model semantics of the legal instances of the system: The stable models of the program Π(G) are (in correspondence with) the legal instances of G. The specification is inspired by the IRA algorithm [9] , which introduces Skolem functions to invert the view definitions. In our case, instead of functions, we use auxiliary predicates whose functionality is enforced in the specification by means of the choice operator [11] . Actually, what the program specifies is the collection of minimal legal instances, those that do not contain a proper legal instance. This is because these instances are used to restore consistency of the system for doing consistent query answering (CQA) [3, 4] . (Cf. [2] for a survey of CQA). For monotone queries, using all the legal instances or only the minimal ones does not make a difference. The program Π(G) contains the following rules: 1. The facts: dom(a), for every constant a ∈ U ; and V (ā) whenever V (ā) ∈ v, for some source extension v ∈ G. 2. For every view (source) predicate V in the system with definition V (X) ← P 1 (X 1 ), ..., P n (X n ), the rules:
3. For every auxiliary predicate F i (X, X i ) introduced in 2., the rule that makes it functional wrt the dependency of the last argument upon the first arguments:
The choice operator picks up only one value for X i for every combination of values forX. This operator can be eliminated as such, or equivalently, defined using standard rules. This point and the whole program is illustrated at the light of Example 3. Animal (Name, Class, Food ) ← V1(Name, Class, Food ). Vertebrate(Name) ← V1(Name, Class, Food ). Animal (Name, Class, Food ) ← V2(Name, Habitat), F 1 (Name, Habitat, Class),
Specification programs like these can be evaluated with the DLV system [14] , for example. It computes certain answers wrt the skeptical (or cautious) stable model semantics of disjuntive logic programs with weak negation and program contraints.
Overview of VISS ' Architecture
The VISS system is implemented in C++. It uses Oracle's Berkeley DB XML [16] , an open source XML database, for storing all the XML documents related to a global schema. All XML documents, including the RuleML mappings, are stored in a container which can be queried using XQuery. The intermediate XML results can be stored in the same container.
When a Datalog query is posed to the mediator supported by VISS , the latter analyzes the query, to determine the source relations required to answer it. After that, using XQuery to query the metadata, the access information for those relations and their corresponding databases is obtained. Next, import commands are produced, to read tuples from the chosen source relations and store them as facts. These facts form the extensional database used by the program obtained with EIRA, which becomes the query plan. The program is run as in DLV (or DLVDB [13] ). DLV allows for the evaluation of disjunctive Datalog not programs [10] , and provides an easy interface to external databases using ODBC drivers. The result of this program evaluation is the set of certain answers to the global query.
We assume in the rest of this paper that all the schemas are relational. However, the system can also be used to integrate XML data through the use of ODBC XML drivers, which represent native XML documents as relational tables. The virtual data integration system described in [15] also uses RuleML. However, it follows the globalas-view approach, according to which global relations are defined as views over the union of the local schemas [12] .
The rest of this section explains some of the components ofVISS as shown in Figure  1 . Other components are explained in more detail in subsequent sections.
User Queries: VISS gives certain answers to monotone queries with built-ins that are expressed in Datalog. Queries in SQL3 format can be translated to Datalog using the SQL3 front end of DLV, which is invoked by VISS . The query is posed in terms of the predicates in the global schema. The query program is stored in a file named query, in the same directory whereVISS is invoked. (Cf. Section 6 for details.)
XMLSchema Validator: In VISS the metadata about the global and source schemas is stored in an XML document; and the mappings are stored in RuleML format. This is described in Section 4. All this metadata is tested using the W3C XML Schema Validator, XSV, against the Datalog XML Schema Definition Document and its related submodules (they can be obtained from the RuleML web site). In spite of its name, its has extensions to first-order predicate logic.
XML Schema Validator
Berkeley DB XML Metadata Parser and Program Builder: The XML output obtained from the execution of XQuery against the XML metadata is parsed (using the Xerces C++ SAX Parser API calls), and the heads and bodies of the mappings are obtained. It next builds the file containing the program specification for the legal instances.
DLV:
The generated logic program, Π(G), specifies the minimal legal instances, and is combined with the query program in Datalog, Π(Q), and with the import commands which load data (the program facts) that are relevant to a user query from the source relations. The latter are stored in relational DBMSs, with which DLV is able to interact (cf. next item). This combined program is run in DLV [13] , which is invoked byVISS.
Wrappers and Data Sources: DLV provides interoperation with relational databases using ODBC connections. The ODBC connection is created as a ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) when a data source is registered with VISS . The ODBC connection uses a suitable ODBC driver for the DBMS at a data source. The name and connection parameters for each ODBC connection are also stored in the XML metadata document inVISS. CurrentlyVISS supports integration of relational data sources.
XML and RuleML for the System's Metadata
This section first explains how XML is used in VISS for describing the metadata about each of the sources and global schema. For the sources, it stores the type and connection parameters, and the structure of the relations.
All this information is stored using descriptive labels in XML, because it offers the flexibility for defining database schemas that vary from source to source, and also within each of them. All XML documents describing metadata inVISS start with a root node VirInt. The parameters for connecting to a particular data source are defined by labels such as Userid, Password and Databasename. Relation names in a data source are described using the labels Rel, and their attributes are represented using Var, as siblings for that Rel. The Source label is used to list all the data sources participating in the system and their details. The Global label is used to list all the details of the global schema, such as its relation names. Listing 1.1 shows the XML representation of the local and global schema for Example 1.
Example 4.
The XML metadata about the data sources animalkingdom and animalhabitat, and the structure of the local relations V1 and V2, and the global schema consisting of Animal, Habitat and Vertebrate inVISS are shown in Listing 1.1. VISS also contains the mappings between the schemas. They are represented and stored in RuleML format, which is a markup language for representing logical rules. Apart from being similar to and based on XML for representing data, RuleML is also streamlined for storing rules using standard labels, according to the XML Schema Definition for Datalog Rules in the RuleML 0.91 specification [7] .
Listing 1.1. Sample XML describing the Local and Global Schema inVISS
As in the preceding section, the database predicates are represented using Rel, and their attributes, using Var. Built-ins are represented using Ind. And indicates that the body of the rule is a conjunction of predicates. Assert opens and closes the list of Datalog rules. Implies describes the rule is an implication, and hence contains head and body labels. Currently, the metadata thatVISS uses, as XML documents, has to be created manually, and made available to VISS . However, POSL could be used to convert Datalog rules to RuleML [6] . 
Using XQuery to Build the Specification
In order to compute the certain answers to a query, the XML metadata and RuleML mappings have to be queried. After extracting the relevant information, the logic program Π(G) that specifies of the legal instances can be generated. It will have the form shown in Example 3. The extraction of the relevant information from the XML and RuleML metadata is done using XQuery, an SQL-type query language for XML documents. We use a reduced class of queries expressed in XQuery, the FLWOR expressions, which are of the form: The RETURN clause specifies the projected attributes for the result. A generic query in XQuery is presented in Listing 1.3. It is used to extract, from the Listings 1.1 and 1.2, the heads and bodies, including built-ins, that are required to build the relevant view definitions, as Datalog rules. Listing 1.3. Querying XML and RuleML metadata with XQuery <! −−F i r s t n a v i g a t e t o t h e node u s i n g t h e c o n t a i n e r i n B e r k e l e y DB XML 2.4.16−−> f o r $n i n c o l l e c t i o n ( ' m a p p i n g A l i a s ' ) / V i r I n t r e t u r n <r u l e s> <! −−L i s t a l l r u l e s− − > {f o r $x i n $n / RuleML / A s s e r t / I m p l i e s where d i s t i n c t −v a l u e s ( $x / body / And / Atom / R e l ) = ( " Animal " , " H a b i t a t " ) r e t u r n <r u l e> <rules xmlns:xsi='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance' xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='mappingrule.xsd'> <rule> <head r1="V1">V1(Name, Class, Food)</head> <body r1="Animal">Animal(Name, Class, Food)</body> <body r1="Vertebrate">Vertebrate(Name)</body> </rule> <rule> <head r1="V2">V2(Name, Habitat)</head> <body r1="Animal">Animal(Name, Class, Food)</body> <body r1="Habitat">Habitat(Name, Habitat)</body> </rule> </rules> The intermediate information in XML thus obtained in Example 6 is then parsed using a C++ program called minInstance. In this way, the program specifying the legal instances shown in Example 3 is constructed. minInstance is implemented in C++, to read in an XML file that contains details of each LAV mapping, such as the head and body of each rule, as shown in Example 6. It then outputs the specification logic program, but without the ground facts. minInstance first parses the XML file using the Xerces C++ SAX Parser API calls, and stores the content of each rule in a simple internal data structure. After reading in all the atoms of a rule (one head and the bodies of the rules defining it), each rule atom is parsed into the predicate and attributes. The strings are then manipulated in C++ using the STL String class functionality, to output the legal instances specification.
Query Answering
The current implementation ofVISS supports the computation of the certain answers to queries. The program Π(G), illustrated in Example 3, is combined with a program that generates the facts from the relevant relations using #import commands. This combined program is run in DLV with the query program Π(Q). For monotone queries, the certain answers can be computed in this way [4] . However, for a given query Π(Q), only a relevant portion of Π(G) is required, the one containing rules that define global predicates that appear in Π(Q).
3 Accordingly, first the relevant source relations are identified using a simple C++ module called relExtract. It is used to identify the global relations in Π(Q). Next, the source relations defined in terms of the latter are derived, using XQuery as shown in Example 7. for $a in /rules/rule where $a/body/@r1 = ("Ans", "Animal", "Habitat") return data($a/head/@r1)
We obtain V1 and V2 as the relevant source relations for this query.
Once the relevant source relations have been detected, the system extracts from the Listing 1.1 the connection information for those sources, i.e. hostname, databasename, userid. Import commands are generated to extract from the data sources the facts needed by the specification program. They are of the form #import(databasename, "username", "password ", "query", predname, typeConv ), where databasename, username, password are read from the XML metadata. query is an SQL statement that constructs the table that will be imported, predname defines the name of the predicate that will be used, and typeConv specifies the conversion for mapping DBMS data types to Datalog data types for each column. XQuery is used to simultaneously obtain relevant information and construct the import commands around the former.
Example 8. Running a query in XQuery against the XML metadata in Listing 1.1, we generate the import commands for the relevant source relations obtained in Example 7: #import(animalkingdom,"test","test","SELECT * FROM V1", V1, type : Q_CONST, Q_CONST, Q_CONST). #import(animalhabitat,"test1","test1","SELECT * FROM V2", V2, type : Q_CONST, Q_CONST).
Here, Q CONST is a conversion type specifying that the column is converted to a string with quotes. It can be used in general for all data types. These import commands are combined with the program for the legal instances shown in Example 3. The rules specifying the global relations, plus the import commands, are combined with the query program Π(Q) at hand. To obtain the certain answers to query Q, this combined program is run with DLV, that provides an interface to the databases at the sources. For the query in (3), we obtain:
dl.exe -silent -cautious test2.dlv dolphin, ocean camel, desert frog, wetlands
Conclusions
TheVISS system provides an infrastructure for virtually integrating multiple data sources according to the LAV approach. Concrete integration systems are specified in terms of metadata using a standard XML/RuleML representation. This design allows data sources to be added or removed from the system without affecting other data sources. XQuery is used to extract the relevant information that is needed to create plans for evaluation of global queries. In their turn, these plans are expressed as logic programs with stable model semantics; and they involve a specification of the legal instances of the integration system.
Currently the system does not provide support for global integrity constraints (GICs). Enforcing them on the system is not possible due to the autonomy of the local sources. In consequence, GICs have to be handled as in consistent query answering [2] . In our running example, we might have the functional dependency (FD) Name → Class satisfied by relations V1 and an additional V3, which is defined by V3(Name, Class, Food ) ← Animal (Name, Class, Food ), Vertebrate(Name). However, there is no guarantee that the same (now global) FD will be satisfied by (the legal instances of) the global relation Animal (Name, Class, Food ). In cases like this, it becomes necessary to retrieve those answers that are consistent wrt these GICs, at query time. A characterization ofand mechanisms for this form of consistent query answering in virtual data integration have been introduced in [4] .
This addition of support for consistent query answering inVISS corresponds to work in progress. Global ICs (and also local if desired) can be easily specified in VISS using RuleML 0.91. Admitting global ICs would enhance the functionality of VISS , providing support for computation of consistent answers, similar to the approach used in the Consistency Extractor System [8] , which works on single and possibly inconsistent databases.
